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LATE 1990 and Ford’s 
new Escort was 

taking a beating. While it carried 
the name of the nation’s favourite 
car, the Mk5 version was panned 
for its inability to even worry, 
let alone better, its rivals. Even 
worse, there was no significant 
performance version in the 
lacklustre line-up. 

Some 14 months after 
production began, Ford made  

a stab at righting its Mk5 wrongs 
by reviving a literal blast from the 
past — the RS2000. 

Launched with the advertising 
theme ‘Return of the champ’, the 
newborn RS2000 used the motor-
sport pedigree of its namesake to 
immediate advantage, helping it 
to amass a ‘traditional’ RS 
reputation before it had even 
faced its competition.

With plenty to prove, Ford 
steered away from just relying on 
a badge-engineering exercise to 
seal the car’s success, knowing 
that there would be more 
bad press if the model wasn’t 
deemed worthy of the RS tag and 
RS2000 model denotation.

2WD ESCORT 
RS2000

BUYER’S GUIDE

WINNING FORMULA
Purists might have argued  
that the driven wheels were 
at the wrong end, but the Mk5 
stayed loyal to the formula of 
the original RS2000 with its 2-
litre motor, strong handling and 
exciting drive. 

Similarities also featured 
in the design stages, both the 
‘70s RS2000 and its modern 
day counterpart undergoing 
significant changes to house  
and cool the 2-litre engine. As  
the original car had been, the 
new model was also developed 
jointly between Ford in the UK 
and Germany.

But while the first RS2 scored 
highly through its simplicity of 
design, the new car was much 
more complex than its Mk5 
stable mates. This was especially 

Hitting the streets back in the ’90s, the 2wd RS2K is now  
fast becoming a blinding motor at a bargain price.

true when it came down to  
the all-important powerplant  
that would put the ‘2000’  
into RS2000. 

Starting with the relatively 
new 1998cc eight-valve DOHC 
I4 unit, Ford kept the block and 
strengthened the crank, but 
junked pretty much everything 
else. A 16-valve head was 
the major change and much 
attention was paid to the design 
of the ports to maximise the 
torque potential. It worked too, 
as the RS’s engine created peak 
torque of 140 Ibf.ft at 4500 rpm.

As per the base eight-valve 
unit, the cams in the engine 
were chain driven and the new 
aluminium head was topped with 
a distinctive rocker cover that hid 
the spark plugs and the engine’s 
twin coils.
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ENGINE
Type: I4
Capacity: 1998cc
Bore/stroke: 86x86 mm
Compression ratio: 10.3:1
Max power: 150 bhp @ 6000 rpm
Max torque: 142 Ibf.ft @ 4500 rpm
Cylinders: four, in-line
Cylinder head: aluminium
Block: cast iron
Installation: front-mounted, 
transverse
Valve gear: four valves per cylinder, 
chain-driven twin overhead 
camshafts, bucket tappets
Fuelling: Ford EEC-IV injection and 
ignition management

TRANSMISSION
Type: fwd
Gearbox: MTX75 five- 
speed manual 
Internal ratios: 1st, 3.23; 2nd, 2.13; 
3rd, 1.48; 4th, 1.11; 5th, 0. 85
Final drive: 3.82:1

SUSPENSION
Front: independent by coil springs, 
MacPherson struts and telescopic 
dampers, 16 mm anti-roll bar
Rear: independent by coil springs, 
trailing arms, torsion beam back 
axle and telescopic dampers, 20 
mm anti-roll bar

STEERING
Type: power-assisted, variable ratio 
rack-and-pinion
Lock-to-lock: 2.9 turns

BRAKES
System: vacuum servo-assisted 
with standard two-channel  
(Teves) ABS
Front: 260 mm ventilated discs
Rear: 270 mm solid discs

WHEELS & TYRES
Wheels: 6x15 inch five-spoke  
cast alloys
Tyres: 195/50VR15

BODY
Type: pressed-steel monocoque, 
based on conventional three-door 
Escort hatchback bodyshell

PERFORMANCE
Max speed: 129 mph
0-60 mph: 8.2 seconds

ESCORT RS2000 

The engine’s EEC-IV manage-
ment was reprogrammed to suit 
and it all resulted in a power output 
of 150 bhp, enough to propel the 
RS to nearly 130 mph and cover 
the 0-60 mph sprint in a shade over 
eight seconds.

NEW GEAR
Making its debut in the RS2000 
was the first fwd application  
of the MT75 gearbox. Christened 
MTX75, the new five-speeder was 

deemed ideal for the RS as its 
internals allowed it to handle up 
to 100 Nm more torque than I4 
engine produced. 

Another Escort first was  
the use of disc brakes all-round, 

but much of Ford’s pre-

launch hype was directed at the 
chassis. Enthusiasts’ appetites 
were whetted with the promise 
of great handling and the 
RS2000 actually did live up to it.

Although, the RS fell far short 
of Ford’s expectations right 
up until a few months before 
launch, it all came good in the 
end and the RS pleased its users 
with a suspension set-up that 
featured massively uprated 
spring rates and the addition of 
a 20 mm anti-roll bar. 

However, there was definitely 
no need for any last minute 
panics when it came to the  
car’s appearance and interior. 

The RS was differentiated from 
other Escorts by a unique 

grille, a revised front 
bumper with integral fog 
lights, rear spoiler, shallow 
sideskirts and those ultra-
cool 6x15 inch polished 
five-spoke rims.

RECARO RECLINERS
Inside and the RS 
tradition of Recaro 
seating continued, 
the stylish seats being 
complemented by a 
chunky steering wheel and 
a smattering of red details. 
It wasn’t sparse either, 
Ford went to town on the 

standard equipment and the 

only options were air con and a 
CD player.

The finished article received 
complimentary reviews but 
uptake from car buyers was 
slow, the high asking price and 
spiralling insurance put many  
off the RS. 

Two facelifts followed — the 
first in October 1992 that gave 
the car its ‘smiley’ face and many 

under-the-skin improvements, 
and the second in early 1995, 
which gave the car another look 
and further chassis changes.

With a much more reasonable 
price of £14,605, the Mk6 cars 
proved to be much more popular, 
but Ford still pulled the plug on 
the RS at the end of 1996. And, 
to be honest, few people even 
noticed it had gone.

Arguably, it’s still that way 
today, with only those in the 
know privy to the fact that the 
RS2000 is a blinding motor and 
the biggest RS bargain around. 
Some may say it’s not a ‘proper’ 
RS2000, but trust us, buy one 
now before everyone wakes 
up to the fact that the 2000 is 
so much more than just a late-
model Escort with a fancy badge.

TECH SPEC
“ Ford pulled the plug 
on the RS at the end 
of 1996.”

HPI 
Three kinds of people love the RS 
badge — enthusiasts, boy racers 
and the criminal-minded. 

Make sure you’re buying an 
RS2000 that’s been pampered by 
the former, rather than crashed or 
nicked by the latter, by stumping  
up for a simple HPI check. All it’ll 
cost you is £39.99 at www.hpi.co.uk 
or £42.95 if you want to run through 
the details over the phone by calling 
01722 422422.

Paying top money for a tarted-up 
wreck isn’t funny either, so don’t 
dismiss the idea of getting an 
independent inspection. 

Through the AA you can book a 
DEKRA Assured Plus 166-point 
inspection, which covers everything 
from cosmetics to the major 
mechanical components. The two-
hour check costs £199 and is 

available by visiting www.theaa.
com or calling 0800 043 0999. 

INSURANCE 
Graham is a 26-year-old teacher 
who lives in Taunton. While his 
pupils take great delight in ridiculing 
his colleagues, they give Graham big 
respect for a) not owning a jacket 
with elbow patches and b) for 
pulling up to lessons in his very  
tasty 1993 RS2000.

His RS is valued at £2500 and 
although he uses it every day, he 
keeps it safe and sound with the 
addition of a Cat 1 alarm and having 
the good sense to keep it garaged. 
Being a responsible chap who must 
set an example, he doesn’t have 
any points on his licence and has 
avoided enough trouble to amass 
four years’ no claims bonus. 

Graham pays £472.50 to  
insure his Escort RS2000 fully 
comprehensive or £353.85 for  
third party, fire and theft insurance 
cover. Quote provided by www.
churchill.com.

CLUBS
Ford RS Owners’ Club
PO Box 4044
Pangbourne RG8 7XL
08702 406215
www.rsownersclub.co.uk

RS2000-16V.COM
www.rs2000-16v.com

Escort Evolution 
www.escortevolution.co.uk

Ford Escort Owners’ Club
www.feoc-uk.com

INFORMATION
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Arches  can rot like 
there’s no tomorrow, 
especially around 
the filler cap on the 
driver’s side

Five-spoke alloys 
unique to the RS2. 
Most owners change 
them for something 
else: shame as 
they’re very cool
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CHECKLIST
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TRANSMISSION
MTX75 might be tough, but it’s not indestructible. The most 
common fault is the loss of synchromesh between second 
or third gears, so make sure the ‘box doesn’t crunch on a 
fast second-to-third change and on the downshift. Third 
gear also proved problematic in racing RS2000s and 
although it’s a rare failure in road-going cars, it’s worth 
listening out for any rumbling.

Shift quality tends to vary from car-to-car — generally 
thought to be better in later models — but any car that 
is reluctant to select gears needs close inspection. 

Don’t worry too much about difficulty in engaging first 
or reverse as even when the RS2000 was launched it 
was noted that these baulked when selected from cold.

Finally, try and inspect the ‘box’s condition from 
underneath for any leaks from the output seals — 
they’re a pain to put right and costly to fix.

ELECTRICS
The RS is well-equipped so double check that  
all its electrical gubbins operate as they should. 
Any ill-functioning equipment could be down to 
the Mk5’s electrical bugbear — the fusebox. Its 
position makes it susceptible to water damage, 
which often leads to corrosion resulting in a 
tendency of some electrical items to take on a 
mind of their own. 

Replacing the fusebox is expensive so look for 
any additional wiring that’s been bodged in to 
provide a quick fix. Inspect the general condition  
of the underbonnet wiring too, as the plastic 
coating can crack over time and cause the wiring 
to short out. Erratic fuel and temperature gauges 
are also common.

INTERIOR
As with the Recaros in other fast Fords, the seats’ bolsters tend to be the 
most susceptible to wear, the material becoming baggy and the foam 
collapsing as drivers and passengers haul themselves in and out.

Worn trim might be a good bargaining point but bear in mind that 
replacement Recaros aren’t easy to source and aren’t cheap either.

On the driver’s seat make sure that the tilt and height adjustment still 
work and if you’re looking at a Mk5, then check the metal base frames for 
cracks. This was a common problem and, because of the safety issues, 
you’re looking at replacement rather than repair. 

Feel the carpet for any dampness too. The seal of the tilt and slide 
sunroof can become tired over time and water makes its way into the 
cabin, often staining the trim and headlining. If the seal seems good and  
it still smells musty then it could be another sunroof problem — the 
drainpipes. These are routed behind the sides of the boot trim and because 
they just clip into the exit holes for the excess water, they often become 
dislodged and dump the water all over the boot floor. Nice.

BRAKES
Continuous clicking from the front and 
judder through the steering wheel means 
warped discs — the obligatory fast Ford 
braking problem. 

A sharp stop on the test drive will also 
reveal if the ABS is working correctly and,  
if you’re looking at one of the last Mk6 
models, the system should do a self-check 
when it reaches 1500 rpm in first gear, 

which is evident by a 
single clicking 

noise. 

The ABS warning light should 
also illuminate when the car is 
initially started and go out quickly 
— if it doesn’t come on at all then 
something’s amiss.

On Mk5 models it’s important to 
make sure that the rear handbrake 
functions properly. It should only 
take three or four clicks to hold the 
car and if not then it can be quite 
hard to rectify as even though the 
RS has rear discs, the handbrake is 

operated by a set of small shoes 
in the hub.

SUSPENSION
The RS2000 rides and corners 
exceptionally well. In fine fettle any 
example will hold the road, have 
accurate steering response and a 
firm ride. Anything else and it’s 
likely that the suspension is tired, 
which all things considered, is 
likely on a performance car that is 
10 years old. 

Any wandering or twitchy 
handling is usually down to worn 
track control arm bushes, which 
are also highlighted by a knocking 
from the front suspension. A 
sagging stance and a wallowy ride 
point to knackered dampers so 
carry out the simple ‘bounce’ test 
and peer up into the arches to give 
them a visual inspection.

IDENTITY
Dodgy examples are out there so 
make sure any RS is legit by 
inspecting the condition of the ID 
numbers and that they tally with 
those on the V5. Know what you’re 
looking at too — original Mk5 models 
were produced from 1991-1993, 
facelift cars from 1993-1995, and the 
Mk6 models from 1995-1996. Don’t 
worry about coming across an R-
plater with rear drums — the very 
last few RSs were registered up to a 
year after they were built and all Mk6 
2wd models came with rear drums 
due to changes to the ABS system.

While you don’t have to worry about a rubber cambelt going 
west, you do need to pay attention to the I4’s timing chain. 
Generally, they’re considered good for 100,000 miles, but if 
there’s any noticeable noise on tick over or when you give 
the engine a quick rev it means that it’s worn. 

Listen for noisy tappets too, as this can mean that there’s 
a fault with the oil pump. The oil pressure regulator becomes 
loose over time and gradually reduces the engine’s oil 
pressure, and we all know what happens then...

Other running problems include rough idling and the 
failure of Lambda sensors and catalytic converters. A 
reluctance to rev and poor economy are symptoms of the 
latter two, whilst a rough idle is often down to a dirty idle 
control valve.

The I4 also has a tendency to leak oil between the block 
and the head at the front of the engine and you want to think 
twice about any car that ‘just needs an alternator or water 
pump’ — they both require the engine to be moved to fit the 
replacement parts.

In true Escort style, the RS2000 likes to rot. 
Unfortunately, it’s likely that any car you come 
across will be showing some kind of rust damage, 
whether it’s a stone chipped front end or non-
existent sills. As well as these two areas, pay 
particular attention to the condition of the battery 
tray, floorpan, rear chassis legs, boot floor and the 
driver’s side rear quarter. Like with the Mk3 Fiesta, 
the design of the rear quarter and its filler cap 

aperture isn’t particular good and on the earlier 
cars it tends to trap water and rot from the 
inside out. 

Accident damage is another worry so look 
for signs of overspray, ill-aligned panels and 
mismatched paintwork. The latter should be 
quite easy to spot on metallic cars as the shades 

can be difficult to match, particularly as the 
original paintwork will have already seen at least 

nine years’ exposure to sunlight.
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ENGINE

BODYWORK

Unique RS2K Recaros still  
suffer with worn bolsters

Handling’s great as 
standard if in top nick

Discs can suffer from usual Ford 
warping problems. Check ABS, too

No cambelt breakages here: 
the I4 motor’s chain-driven

Plenty of RS2s were stolen 
when new, so check the ID

RS2000 came fully loaded 
— make sure it all works



BUYING ONE

fasttech

 

Give or take the Fiesta RS1800, the 
Mk5-onwards RS2000 is probably 
the least daunting RS to buy. An 
unlimited production run, the car’s 
relatively young age and decent 
construction means that there are 
a fair few around and, even better, it 
is perhaps the cheapest RS you can 
buy in good, roadworthy condition.

As with buying any RS though, 
there’s always the chance of landing 
a lemon. So before you’re won over 
by the model’s lag-free 150 bhp, it’s 
vital that you know the ins and outs 
of the RS2000. Examples might come 
up for little more than a grand, but if 
you buy a wrong ‘un you could end 
up paying an absolute fortune to just 
get it through the next ticket. 

Fortunately, help is at hand from 
a number of owners’ clubs, but your 
first port of call should be the web-
based club www.rs2000-16v.co.uk. 
The resource is a 

godsend for prospective owners and 
there’s info on everything RS2000. 
As a member, you’ll be able to put 
the word out for a decent car and it’s 
also worth logging onto the RSOC’s 
website to peruse the RS2000 
‘trader’ section.

A brief scan of the site revealed 
a handful of RSs up for grabs, with 
the majority priced at £2-3000. All 
the cars were described as being in 
good condition, but if you’re after a 
bargain then take your chances with 
the small ads and eBay. 

It would seem that eBay is 
definitely the place to find the most 
RSs as a quick search revealed 10 
cars, many with tempting ‘buy it 
now’ prices and low reserves. For 
example, £1595 would have bought a 
1992 K-plater with good history and 
107,000 miles, while just £1500 was 
the reserve for a tidy 1996 

Radiant Red car showing  
100,000 miles.

Auto Trader turned up an 
‘immaculate’ and unmodified 
metallic black N-reg car for £2000, 
while last month’s Fast Ford 
classifieds revealed four for sale, 
including one of the last registered, 
which came with full history and 
sounded like it was worth a look  
at £3000.

But, we love to get our hands dirty 
at Fast Ford, and we’re dead tight, 
so we’d have taken a gamble on a 
96,000-mile Mk6 N-reg car that was 
in need of ‘light tidying and an MoT’, 
which was up for just £1150 in our 
local Trade-It. 

Being sensible though, try to buy 
the best you can afford. Those who 
like their creature comforts and 
more modern styling should opt for 
the later, more available cars, while 
those looking to some day make a 
small profit should look for one of the 
very first cars. Out of the 6000 or so 
thought to have been made, just 182 
were sold in 1991.

The day when a late-model 2wd 
RS2000 turns a profit is in the much 
distant future, so you should just 
buy one for the absolute steal that 
they are — where else will you get 
a reliable, 150 bhp RS Escort for just 
two grand? 

“ It’s vital to 
know the ins 
and outs.”

There are loads of RS2000s for sale 
at the moment — even early Mk5s

16-valve I4 motor is controlled 
by the then-new EEC-IV ECU

Lag-free 150 bhp, spot-on  
handling, plus all the trimmings? 
The RS2’s an underrated bargain
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...AND FINALLY
THIS ONE’S MINE
RS purists will certainly be relieved 
that Dan Trout doesn’t take his work 
home with him. Because if he did, 
the interior of this tidy RS2000 would 
be dominated by a roll cage that’s 
got more in a common with a 
climbing frame.

A fabricator for roll cage 
specialists, Caged, 22-year-old Dan 
sought out his 1993 Escort in May 
2005 after becoming smitten with the 
performance of his mate’s RS2000.

Despite being fully rehearsed in 
how to handle a Mig and a dab hand 
with a hammer and dolly, Dan didn’t 
fancy getting his own hands dirty 
with a flaky example.

“I looked at four or five before I 
found this one and they were all 
pretty horrible,” he remembers.  
“I bought it though the RS Owners’ 

Club for £2400 and all the hard work 
had already been done. In amongst 
the history there were receipts for 
restoring the underside that added 
up to over £600.”

A relatively low-mileage of 74,000 
also attracted Dan to the RS and his 
hunch about its mechanical condition 
proved spot-on, the I4 running sweet 
as a nut and Dan’s hasn’t had to 
replace any components in the 
14,000 miles that he has racked up 
since. A recent rolling road session 
also confirmed Dan’s initial thoughts, 
the mechanically stock RS making 
perfect factory power.

Prior to the RS, Dan’s owned a  
late Escort Si as well as a Mk1 XR2, 
but he reckons that his current Escort 
provides a good all-round package 
that’s ideal for daily driving as well as 

B-road blasting. “I like the RS because 
it’s a bit different to all the other 
Escorts around and I can’t say that 
there’s anything I don’t really like 
about it. This one’s been very reliable 
and nothing ever goes wrong, 
although being picky I reckon it could 
do with a respray,” explains Dan.

“I’d definitely recommend an 
RS2000 but if anyone’s looking at  
one then they need to give it a really 
good going over for rust. The RS can 
really rot and the usual places are 
under the sills, the rear chassis rails 
and the A-pillars. They can also go 
bad around the filler cap and the 
arches too,” he continues.

But despite holding the Escort in 
high regard, Dan’s finding the car 
changing bug hard to resist and is 
considering moving the RS on. “I’m 

half-thinking of either a Mk1 or Mk2 
Escort but I’m still undecided,” says 
Dan, “although if I do end up keeping 
it then I’m going to take it off the 
road, strip it down and tidy it up.” 
Either way, we reckon Dan is going to 
own one superb Escort.

Dan bought his 
RS2 because it 
was different HOW MUCH?

£1000-£2000
Anything cheaper is project 
material, but this is the danger 
ground for buying an RS2000. If 
you’re lucky, this kind of cash can 
buy a sound car, but it can also 
land you with a lemon that’s 
hiding a whole load of faults. 
Generally, earlier cars are the 
cheaper, their age seen as more 
of an issue than with RS models.

£2000-£3000
Good to excellent condition 

cars. Expect to see 

sensible mileages around the 100K 
mark with full service history and a 
pile of receipts to substantiate any 
work. Usually, cars with these kinds 
of asking prices are the 1995-
onwards models.
 

£3000+
RSs commanding this money need 
to be in A1 condition, although those 
offered by traders will always be 
marked up. Condition should be near 
immaculate with low miles. You’re 
likely to pay out this money for a 
last-of-the-line model on a P-plate.

FACTS
Definitely proof that the pounds 
do pile on as you mature — the 
Mk5 RS2000 was 388 Ib heavier 
than its Mk2 predecessor.

Jackie Stewart, Malcolm  
Wilson and Gwyndaf Evans all 
contributed to the model’s last-
minute suspension revisions.

The RS2000 was originally 
developed under the code 
name ‘XR Plus’.

The early RS actually got 
cheaper with age, it was 
launched at £15,995 but by 
1996 the price had dropped  
to £14,605.

NEXT MONTH
The Mondeo ST200 comes 
under the microscope

Prices range from under 
a grand to £3000-plus
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